
The color of an object depends on both the physics of the object in its environment and the characteristics of 
the perceiving eye and brain.

The color of an object is a complex result of its surface properties, its transmission properties, and its emission 
properties, all of which factors contribute to the mix of wavelengths in the light leaving the surface of the 
object.

The perceived color is then further conditioned by the nature of the ambient illumination, and by the color 
properties of other objects nearby, via the effect known as color constancy and via other characteristics of the 
perceiving eye and brain.

Technical facts about the color black.

What does your eye see?
Black washcoat ... or colored washcoat?

Black wash coat? Why?

Shadow BAK wash coat is specially formulated by Senox’s Research and Development 
Department to provide the non-reflective and disappearing properties of black while 
toning down the boldness creating an anodized bronze appearance.

What is Shadow BAK wash coat?

• Colored washcoats reflect the color to the surrounding surfaces and to the
  eye of the homeowner, black does not.

• The perceived color of an object is directly effected by its surrounding
  environment. Light colors look brighter and dark colors look richer.
• The human eye does not perceive black’s occupied space but perceives colors 
  around it.
• Black absorbs the visible spectrum and does not reflect light. 

• Shadow BAK wash coat subconsciously erases transition from the gutter to the roof.

Serving the Seamless Gutter Industry Since 1972

Non-Reflective Disappearing Wash Coat



Perf Lock
K-Style 5”, 6”, 7”

Perf Lock
Half Round 6”

Tiger Guard
K-Style 5”, 6”

-Disappearing accessories-

2 3/8”   Round Pop-In
2 3/4”   Round Pop-In
2”x 3” Rectangle Pop-In
3” Oval Pop-In
4” Oval Pop-In
4” Half Round Pop-In

5” K-Style, 22.5o

6” K-Style, 22.5o

6” Half Round, 90o

- Gutter Guard -

- Gutter Wedges -

- Outlets -


